
Proposal to transition Orienteering Australia to a company limited by guarantee – October 2020
update

As foreshadowed at the 2019 Conference, the Orienteering Australia Board will recommend at the
next suitable General Meeting that Orienteering Australia transition to a company limited by
guarantee. The formal vote was originally intended to take place at the 2020 Annual General
Meeting but was deferred due to that meeting taking place as a teleconference and the lack of
provisions in the existing Constitution to amend the Constitution at such a meeting.

The February 2020 paper (which was intended to be for the AGM) which was distributed to State
Associations is included with this paper for reference. This outlines the rationale for the proposal
and the proposed process.

Since February, we have reviewed the proposed Constitution, and propose some minor
amendments to what was tabled then, in clauses 5.3c (viii) and (xi). These are to make it clear that
requirements to provide data apply to participation as well as membership data, and to clarify that
policies adopted by OA may, if so determined, apply to member Associations. Another area we
reviewed, in light of this year’s experiences, was provisions for meetings to take place as
teleconferences; under the proposed text, this is allowed for General Meetings under clause 16.

The proposal was extensively discussed at the 2019 Conference. The December workshop is an
opportunity to discuss any residual issues, prior to a formal vote (whenever that takes place).

As outlined in the February paper, the motion which will eventually be put will be as follows:

"That for the purposes of the Associations Incorporation Act 1991 (ACT) (ACT Act), the Corporations
Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act) and for all other purposes:
(a) subject to approval of resolution (b), Orienteering Australia’s application for transfer of
registration as an incorporated association under the ACT Act to a company limited by guarantee
(Company) under the Corporations Act be authorised; and
(b) with effect from the date of registration as a company limited by guarantee under the
Corporations Act:
(i) the proposed name of the Federation as a Company be ‘Orienteering Australia Limited';

(ii) the existing Rules and Objects of the Federation be repealed; and
(iii) the new constitution (including the new Objects) be adopted as the constitution of the Company
in the form set out in Attachment 1."

We hope that it will be possible to hold an in-person General Meeting in February 2021. We intend
that the motion be put to that meeting, or if it does not take place, the 2021 AGM. Should the
situation in early 2021 be such that there is doubt over whether the 2021 AGM can take place, we
will consider putting forward, by postal ballot, an amendment to the existing OA Constitution to
explicitly allow general meetings under that constitution to take place by teleconference.

Blair Trewin
President
11 October 2020

Attachments:

 The original paper distributed to States in February in anticipation of the 2020 AGM.



 Two versions of the proposed Constitution: one with annotations, and tracked changes from
the version tabled in February; the other a “clean” version which will be the formal
document to be voted on.


